
About the College 

The Times International College/HSS established in 2007, has been consistent in its approach to redefine 

how quality education should be imparted to students in ways that do not only nurture their academic 

knowledge and skills, but also encourage and motivate them to become better human beings. We strive to 

attain the challenging goal of blending competitive education with a range of extracurricular activates so 

that our students can excel in activates and situations that demand their personal knacks on issues that do 

not usually make subjects in their class rooms. We are ore inclined towards developing and maintaining 

an educational environment conducive to students with different interests and aspirations. We believe that 

such an approach to education is both prompt and pertinent for the overall development of students from 

pure academic pursuits or extracurricular ambitions. There is a saying “Everyone thinks of changing the 

world, but no one thinks of changeling himself/herself” and TTIC makes the students prepare to change 

themselves towards positive attitudes. The College has well-furnished and sophisticated rooms along with 

“fully equipped infrastructures” 

 The society has become so much competitive and globalized. Ordinary learning can‟t pave the 

way of success in today‟s world. The college molds the students academically, internationally and above 

all spiritually to take the bull by the horns for their mesmerizing future and career. The college does not 

provide them only with theoretical aspects, but also gives more priority to their practically, taking them to 

the field visit, conducting seminar, conference, symposium and course related workshops along with non-

credit courses for their leadership and personality development. As educationist not only for the students, 

about also for the economic growth of the country ensuring the “Dignity and Image” of the nation, so 

students should be molded and nurtured in such a way that ascertains both the scientific as well as 

humanistic mentioned vision, the college welcomes all those students/guardians/professionals to step at 

the promises of college. 

From the Desk of Management 

No organization can boom in absence of a strong, dedicated, determined, devoted, enthusiastic, creative 

and productive management team. Regarding the management of The Times International College/HSS, 

we have all the features as mentioned above. We have divided our academic and administrative teams 

separately in order to make the operational activities more dynamic. 

Our management team believes that every student has some kind of hidden aptitude and explore their 

aptitude with appreciative inquiry. We never point out at students that they are wrong rather we look into 

ourselves as why we have not been able to make them understand. We have a strong faith that a robber 

“Ratnakar” can be molded as “Balmiki.” We create such a situation and circumstance that students can be 

academically and empathetic and compassionate along with “Entrepreneurship Quality” and simply a 

“Good Human Being”. We have an another belief that students of today‟s world must have cosmopolitan 

vision in absence of which students will remain paralyzed despite having a sound academic education. 

Last but not least, we would like to welcome all the aspiring students to step premises of “TTIC” and feel 

the flavor of it. 

Mission 



Our fundamental mission is to make learning process applied, spontaneous and career –oriented to equip 

each student t be competent enough so as to excel in the global arena. The principal aim of this institution 

is to impart quality and sound education. 

Vision 

To become a pioneer college in Nepal by providing quality and time – bound educational service. 

  

Objectives of the College 

 To develop entrepreneurship and professional managerial skills in the students. 

 To enable students to compete in the changing and challenging environment. 

 To cultivate the habit of generating innovative and creative ideas in the students through 

continuous encouragement.  

 To make learning process applied, spontaneous and career-oriented. 

 To equip each student to be competent enough so as to excel in the global arena. 

Our Salient Features 

 TTIC comprises 8 ropanies of land with open space. 

 TTIC has highly- qualified professionals with years of teaching experiences. 

 Staff that the college has are cooperative, communicative and always ready to help the students 

out smilingly and altruistically. 

 The college has its own hostel (separate for girls and boys) with all the “modern facilities.” 

 We prioritize students. 

 The college conducts sports and extra –curricular activities for their physical and aptitude 

development programs. 

Eligibility for Admission 

The admission procedure is conducted by the college through an entrance examination followed by 

“Interview.” Students holding minimum of “B+” in the examinations deserve to admitted in Science 

stream,”B” in Management and “C” in Humanities. 

Scholarship 

A wide range of scholarships are provided to academically sound, deserving, marginalized(Dalit, women, 

Madeshi, Janjati and Martyr‟s family members) as well as the needy, but laborious students from 

inaccessible area who come across the criteria initiated by College Management. Limited scholarship will 

be provided to students of Government/public school who are found to be academically sound. 

Schedules of Classes 



Teaching in all programs takes place in the form of lectures and seminars, workshops, project works, 

presentation and group discussion. Morning classes run from 6:30 am to 10:30 am and day classes from 

11:00am to 5:30 pm with occasional Saturday lectures. Classes are run 6 days in a week and period 

comprises 45 minutes. The college conducts Unit Tests, First Terminal, Second Terminal, and Pre- Board 

examinations in regular basis. 

+2 Programs 

+2 Science 

Grade : XI         Grade : XII 

 

Compulsory English        Compulsory 

English 

Physics          Compulsory 

Nepali 

Chemistry         Physics 

Biology/Computer Science       Chemistry 

Mathematics        

 Biology/Mathematics 

 

+2 Management 

Grade : XI         Grade : XII 

Compulsory English        Compulsory 

English 

Compulsory Nepali        Accountancy 

Accountancy         Economics 

Hotel Mgmt/C. Science,        Hotel Mgmt/ C. 

Science 

Business Std./ Travel & Tourism / Basic Mathematics   Business Std. /Travel & 

Tourism 

 

+2 Humanities 

Grade :XI         Grade : XII 

Compulsory English        Compulsory 

English 

Compulsory Nepali        Sociology 

Sociology         Mass 

Communication 

Mass Communication       Computer 

Science/Travel & Tourism 

Computer Science/ Travel & Tourism      Contemporary 

Society 

Major English         Major English 

 



T.U. Affiliate Programs 

MBS 

BBS (4 – Year) 

BA/BSW (3 –Year) 

Objectives of MBS & BBS 

 Equip the students with the required conceptual knowledge of business and administration to 

develop a general management perspective in them. 

 Develop required attitudes, attitudes, abilities and practical skill in the students, which constitute 

a foundation for their growth into competent in students to make them effective change agents in 

the Nepalese society. 

 To develop entrepreneurs with professional managerial skills. To enable students to compete in 

the globalized world. 

 Cultivate the habit of generating innovative and creative ideas in students. 

Objectives of BA/BSW 

 To prepare students for ethical, anti- oppressive, competent and accountable social work practice. 

 To create and maintain learning opportunities with a variety of communities through student field 

practice and collaborative initiatives. 

 To contribute to social work knowledge through research, publication and other scholarly 

activities. 

Guidelines for Project – Work. Case Studies. Assignments. 

Educational institutions around the world invariably emphasize on the use of technology in making 

classrooms more engaging and, interactive between students and teachers. We believe in adopting the 

latest teaching methodologies and marketing the best use of available technologies so that our students 

can receive the best  educational standard and remain updated with the educational practices in the outside 

world. A long with classroom education, we have also put a lot of attention to provide   practical exposure 

to students so that they can realize the true implications of what they study in their classrooms. We have 

also made it a point to update our resources regularly and to make necessary agreements to make 

education fun and fruitful. 

Class Project 

1. Various faculty members announces class project as a main tool of the learning process for their 

subjects. Class projects will be conducted by the students in groups. 

2. Evaluation criteria and weightages are assigned by the teachers concerned. The class projects are 

vital parts of the learning inputs of the program. 



Summer Project/Winter Project 

1. Summer project is a non credit course and in compulsory. A student is required to do a summer 

project on his/her concerned subjects instructed by his/her teachers. 

2. A student who does not accomplish the summer/winter projects will have to do again before 

his/her final exams at any cost. If not, he/she may not be eligible to appear in the final exams. 

3. Students, who receive adverse comments from their company guides, will be liable for 

disciplinary action. 

Field Project 

1. The field project for the students commences from Bachelor‟s programs.  

2. The students are sent to different social and business related field projects for their practical 

purpose. 

Class Project 

Each group comprises three/four students. Group once formed shall not be changed for the entire year. 

Each group has to conduct paper presentations on the topics given by their respective teachers. 

Assignments 

Instructions for assignment will be given in the class and the date for submission for reports/assignments 

will be declared in the class. 

Mentoring and Counseling 

Students are provided professional, career-oriented and development-related advice information services 

to smoothen their entry in the globalization world. Those who need individual counseling are taken into 

consideration very sincerely and are provided genuine and life changing counseling along with making 

them nation loving citizens. Let it be informed that many students have become that‟s assets of the 

country after they counseling from our “special counseling team”. 

 

 What do the toppers say about the college? 

We would like to say with a few words that we have been lucky to have been showered with full support 

and co operation from all the members of TTIC to whom we would like to dish our thankfulness for 

encouraging and inspiring us to be board toppers of the college. 

Choosing a right college for your higher studies can make all the difference. We know because we‟ve 

experienced it. Joining The Times International College has proven to be one of the smartest decisions 

that we‟ve made. Both teaching and non teaching staff members of the college has supported us helped us 

move towards our personal betterment. We owe big part of our achievement to them because the inspire 

us with a good environment to grow and prosper. 



We are very grateful to the college family for everything. We hope the new students joining The Times 

will get similar support from the college as we did. 

Initially, we were worried about which college to choose? But me joined Times Int‟l College to become 

the part of its „Success Story‟. Now we are proud of becoming student of „The Times‟. Here we are 

learning human sensitivity, morality and true essence of life besides getting outstanding knowledge of 

specified subjects. We do not get only get competitive education from our teachers, but also share joys 

and sorrows with them. At last, we want to advise all the SLC graduates no to choose the college on the 

basis of uniform, outlook and discipline because this is the time to look ahead towards your future targets. 

So, The Times may be the excellent education center to convert your targets into reality and help to 

achieve them. 

We cannot explain how proud we feel to be member of “The Times Int‟l College”. Highly qualified 

experienced and friendly teacher and sound academic environment of the college have been shaping us as 

student to be reckoned with. The college also endeavors to develop out look through extra-curricular 

activities. Among many colleges in Kathmandu valley, we found The Times Int‟l College the best in 

shaping us the fishing skill.  So, we hearty advise all the SLC appeared students join this college. Feel the 

difference and be TTICians.  

 


